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Award winning solution provider

TeliApp is a full service technology firm, and has been providing IT, custom software design, development and technology infrastructure solutions with a focus on actionable data insights, big data sets and trend development since it was founded in 2012. Our technical knowledgebase, human behavioral expertise, graphic design & illustration capabilities, software design and development experience, and the synergy that we create between ourselves and our clients enable a collaboration and networking benefit that our competitors cannot offer.
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Fetch is available on iOS and Android!
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TeliApp is a full service technology firm, and has been providing IT, custom software design, development and technology infrastructure solutions with a focus on actionable data insights, big data sets and trend development since it was founded in 2012. Our technical knowledgebase, human behavioral expertise, graphic design & illustration capabilities, software design and development experience, and the synergy that we create between ourselves and our clients enable a collaboration and networking benefit that our competitors cannot offer.
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You’re in good hands

Since 2012, we’ve helped startups, Fortune 100’s and government entities with technology solutions, branding, process automation, software design & development, deep machine learning, marketing and creative design.
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Complete solution for

public and private sectors








Our clients span multiple verticals and various stages of development. They all benefit from our industry knowledge and our desire to enable a positive and addictive association between their brand and their clients. Put simply, we’re very good at what we do. We love developing unique solutions that are tailored to our clients. If you choose to work with us, you will find that our attention to detail, our progressive strategies, our availability to you and our level of customer service is unprecedented. 







Technology Solutions for Government

Managed IT, cybersecurity, network, cloud, VOIP

and webmaster services

TeliApp provides a myriad of managed technology solutions for municipalities, public schools, public libraries and sewerage authorities. Our goal is always to help you increase effectiveness and efficiency, to reduce operating costs and to improve the service strategy and operations of your technology systems. Cloud migrations for email and data, cybersecurity training and advanced initiatives, file digitization and upgrading technology infrastructure are just some of the ways you can increase both team member productivity and the safety and security of your digital assets.

Learn more about TeliApp IT
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Software design & development

UI/UX design   Smartphone, tablet, desktop & web

Enterprise optimization

For almost nine years, TeliApp has been solving problems through the unique design and development of custom software solutions. Our software helps facilitate efficient software communication and the most streamlined user experience by your end-users. We are United States Government Contractors and do not outsource any portion of our work product.

Learn more about TeliApp Labs
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For almost nine years, TeliApp has been solving problems through the unique design and development of custom software solutions. Our software helps facilitate efficient software communication and the most streamlined user experience by your end-users. We are United States Government Contractors and do not outsource any portion of our work product.

Learn more about TeliApp Labs









Digital marketing &

public relations

Website development    Graphic design

Social media management

Our team brings over twenty years of experience in marketing, social media and search engine marketing mechanics, advertising, graphic design, illustration and presentation analysis. Our team is constantly and proactively exploring new techniques to enable maximum marketing exposure.

Learn more about TeliApp Studios
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Our team brings over twenty years of experience in marketing, social media and search engine marketing mechanics, advertising, graphic design, illustration and presentation analysis. Our team is constantly and proactively exploring new techniques to enable maximum marketing exposure.

Learn more about TeliApp Studios
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Artificial intelligence

AI engine integration    Process automation

Machine learning    Fuzzy logic

Draconis, our proprietary AI engine, detects, analyzes and predicts future human behavioral trends. This technology is the essence of our being and it is the driving force behind everything that we do. The engine represents the culmination of years of intense research, development and testing. Draconis is vertical and platform agnostic, and we have several successful case studies that demonstrate the engine’s capabilities in multiple verticals.

Learn more about Draconis AI
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Draconis, our proprietary AI engine, detects, analyzes and predicts future human behavioral trends. This technology is the essence of our being and it is the driving force behind everything that we do. The engine represents the culmination of years of intense research, development and testing. Draconis is vertical and platform agnostic, and we have several successful case studies that demonstrate the engine’s capabilities in multiple verticals.

Learn more about Draconis AI









Let’s talk!

Not only do we provide what you would expect from a technology solutions provider, but we also partner in a way that allows clients to benefit from our knowledge across multiple verticals. To schedule a free consultation, please fill out the form or call us at 732 354 1773.
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Let’s talk!

Not only do we provide what you would expect from a creative agency and software development team, but more importantly we’re really partnering in a way that allows clients to benefit from our connections across multiple verticals. To schedule a free consultation, please fill out the form or call us at 732 354 1773.
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